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Affiliate Marketing
In simple terms, affiliate marketers generate interest in a
merchant’s products or services, direct leads to the mer-
chant’s website, and receive payment from the merchant for
each consumer inquiry or sale generated by the affiliate’s
activities. Today’s affiliates earn huge payouts, as much as 
50 percent of gross revenues, for generating leads or sales for
merchants. Many merchants contract with affiliate “net-
works,” which manage hundreds of affiliates that indirectly
work for the merchant by sending commercial email mes-
sages, hosting landing pages with content created by the affil-
iate, placing ads on Websites that incentivize consumers to
buy, writing articles, building links, texting, blogging, and
tweeting. Even today, most merchants that use affiliate net-
works remain completely unaware of the identities of the
hundreds or even thousands of affiliates and subaffiliates
working within the network, and must rely on the network
to monitor affiliate behavior and punish “bad” affiliates.
Affiliate marketing has a rocky legal past, and the FTC was

somewhat slow to bring Section 5 enforcement actions
against affiliates. One of the first notable offensives against
affiliate marketing was private litigation waged by Oprah
Winfrey and Dr. Mehmet Oz, who in 2009 famously sued
about fifty defendants, including several affiliate marketers,
for using their images to sell dietary supplements made with
such ingredients as acai berry and resveratrol.4 Among other
things, the complaint alleged fake news Websites, which were
crafted by some affiliates after Dr. Oz appeared on Oprah,
hyped the anti-aging benefits of resveratrol, a substance found
in red wine.5 The alleged fake news articles, dubbed “farti-
cles,” seemed to provide actual reviews of a reporter’s thirty-
day trial of resveratrol pills and the positive effects experi-
enced by the reporter.6 The sites were peppered with ads
promoting a “free” trial of the product reviewed in the report.
Upon settling with the various defendants, Oprah and Dr. Oz
made it clear that they wanted to send a strong message to
prevent marketers engaging in what they deemed to be false
and deceptive marketing practices from taking advantage of
consumers.7

For the FTC’s part, legal guidance to merchants and affil-
iate marketers on when conduct may run afoul of Section 5
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AS TREMENDOUS ADVANCEMENTS 
in new media and marketing technologies have
transformed electronic commerce over the last
twenty-five years, the Federal Trade Com -
mission has continued to protect American

consumers from fraud with a statutory directive that has
remained unchanged since the earliest computers were
employed in the late 1930s, back when no one envisioned
that computers would be used to sell products and services.
The consumer protection prong of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, declaring unfair or deceptive acts or
practices unlawful, is as deliberately broad and general as the
antitrust prong’s prohibition on unfair methods of competi-
tion.1 The wording of Section 5 allows the Federal Trade
Commission to nimbly adapt its application in the consumer
protection context as technologies change and innovative
platforms for advertising and marketing emerge, and the
Commission has done precisely that. 
The last decade has seen an explosion of advertising prac-

tices involving new technologies, from cell phones to the
Internet. To adapt Section 5 to these ever-evolving practices
the FTC can prescribe trade regulation rules identifying the
specific acts or practices that constitute a violation of Section
5.2 However, given the stringent requirements of FTC rule-
making, the Commission has instead applied Section 5 to
these newer practices through strategic enforcement actions,
typically resulting in consent orders, and agency guidelines.3

Although these methods have the benefit of being flexible
and relatively quick, the downside is that they do not nec-
essarily provide clear rules of the road for these new adver-
tising mediums. 
This article examines how the FTC has used enforcement

actions and guidance to apply Section 5 to three newer meth-
ods of marketing—affiliate marketing, social media, and
mobile marketing—and explains the implications for busi-
ness compliance. 
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can be found in the FTC’s Guides Concerning the Use of
Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising. The Com -
mis sion revised and updated these in 2009 to reemphasize,
among other things, that customer testimonials used by
advertisers to promote their products and services must reflect
the experiences of actual consumers, and that if the advertis-
er has compensated the endorser in any way that a consumer
would be unlikely to expect, then disclosure of such “mate-
rial connection” between the advertiser and endorser must be
made.8

In April 2011, the FTC announced its filing of ten lawsuits
against affiliate marketers that allegedly operated fake news
sites about acai berry weight-loss products.9 The complaints
alleged Section 5 violations, including false and unsubstan-
tiated product claims made by the affiliates about the prod-
ucts, misrepresentations about the fake news reports, and
failure of the affiliates to disclose connections to the sellers.10

The FTC also sued marketers who allegedly used trouble-
some affiliates to sell the marketers’ products and services.11

In one case, the FTC alleged the marketer paid “millions of
dollars” to lure consumers to the marketer’s website by using
fake news reports, and that the marketer violated Section 5
“directly or through affiliates acting on their behalf and 
for their benefit” by misrepresenting that objective news
reporters had reviewed the product, that trial offers for the
product were “free” or “risk free,” and that using the prod-
uct would result in substantial and rapid weight loss.12

Although Section 5 enforcement has likely made fake
news sites a thing of the past, affiliate marketing continues to
flourish. For example, while some affiliates transmit content
created by a merchant only to the affiliate’s email distribution
list, other affiliates are writing articles that serve to generate
interest in a company’s products or services. In some cases,
some articles seem intended to enhance the number of high-
ranking, positive hits on a Web search when the company’s
online reputation is otherwise troubled by negative publici-
ty and consumer complaints.13

How can a company that uses affiliates avoid indirect
liability for violations of Section 5 committed by the affili-
ates? The FTC has indicated that companies must make
almost herculean efforts to police their affiliate marketers’
conduct.14 In consent orders obtained against two marketers
earlier this year, the FTC required the companies to obtain
full contact information for every affiliate, review and
approve all of the marketer materials to be used by each
affiliate prior to use, investigate each complaint against an
affiliate, immediately terminate and stop paying any affili-
ate that fails to comply with the company’s requirements,
and refund each consumer whose sale was generated by affil-
iate misconduct.15 Given the complexities of affiliate mar-
keting, including the roles of affiliate networks in managing
hundreds or thousands of affiliates and subaffiliates around
the world, and the ability of affiliates to swap out advertise-
ments with a keystroke, the industry has regarded these
“requirements” as practically impossible for any merchant to
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carry-out.16 Nonetheless, the consent orders are important
guidance regarding the FTC’s expectations for compliance
with Section 5 concerning affiliate marketing practices. 

Social Media and Blogging
Businesses are voraciously incorporating Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, and other social media platforms as key compo-
nents of their customer outreach and marketing plans.
Particularly since third-party ad agencies and affiliate mar-
keters carry out many social media programs, the risks of dis-
seminating false or deceptive content are substantial. The
FTC has given fair warning that truth in advertising princi-
ples apply to blog and social networking sites, even though
Section 5 enforcement actions have not yet focused on the
misuses of social media.17

The FTC’s 2009 revisions to its Endorsements Guides
added examples of how Section 5 standards apply to social
media.18 One example describes an advertiser who requests
that a blogger try a new body lotion and write a review of the
product on her blog. The blogger makes claims about the
product that the advertiser does not otherwise make and
does not ask the advertiser for substantiation for the claims
that she makes. The FTC says that both the blogger and the
advertiser are subject to liability for violating Section 5 for the
unsubstantiated representation made through the blogger’s
endorsement.19 Another example describes a “video game
expert” who maintains a personal blog about his gaming
experiences.20 When a manufacturer of a video game sends
him a free copy and he writes a favorable review, the FTC
Guides dictate that he should clearly and conspicuously dis-
close that he received the game free of charge because his rela-
tionship to the manufacturing company would not otherwise
be obvious. The FTC also advises that the manufacturer
should instruct the blogger that the connection must be dis-
closed, and it should have procedures in place to try to mon-
itor the blogger’s postings for compliance.21

Within months after the revised Endorsements Guides
went into effect, the FTC investigated AnnTaylor Stores
Corp. concerning the company providing gifts to bloggers
who wrote about an AnnTaylor LOFT preview event. In an
April 2010 letter to AnnTaylor’s counsel, FTC staff wrote
that “Section 5 of the FTC Act requires the disclosure of a
material connection between an advertiser and an endorser
when such a relationship is not otherwise apparent from the
context of the communication that contains the endorse-
ment.”22 FTC staff ultimately decided to close the investiga-
tion, finding that only a small number of the bloggers post-
ed any content about the fashion show, and several of them
did disclose that LOFT had provided gifts.23 Notably, the fact
that LOFT adopted a written policy stating that it would not
issue any gifts to bloggers without telling the blog gers to dis-
close the gifts factored into the closing decision. The closing
letter cautioned LOFT to honor the written policy and take
reasonable steps to monitor blogger compliance with the
policy.24
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Similarly, a closing letter sent by FTC staff to Hyundai
Motor America in 2011 reminded the company of the “mate-
rial connection” disclosure standard set forth in the Endorse -
ments Guides.25 This time, the inquiry focused on whether
bloggers who had been given gift certificates as an incentive
to include links to Hyundai videos in their postings, or to
comment on upcoming Hyundai Super Bowl ads, were told
to disclose that they had received the gift certificates (and
whether the bloggers were told not to disclose this informa-
tion). Notably, the activities of most concern to the FTC were
not engaged in by Hyundai employees, but by an individual
working for an outside media firm hired by Hyundai to con-
duct the blogging campaign.26 The FTC weighed that fact in
its decision not to pursue an enforcement action. It also
acknowledged that Hyundai did not know in advance about
use of the gift certificates, a relatively small number of blog-
gers received the gift certificates, and some of them did actu-
ally disclose the gift certificates in their posts.27 The FTC also
found that Hyundai had an established social media policy
that called for bloggers to disclose the receipt of any com-
pensation.28 Even though the FTC exonerated Hyundai, the
outside media firm likely had some explaining to do, and
industry got the message that it must pay attention to the
actions of its outside agencies.
Perhaps in light of the AnnTaylor and Hyundai experi-

ences, or by the light of good counsel, many companies have
adopted social media policies for their advertising and mar-
keting, especially larger companies that work with third-
party ad agencies and affiliate networks that need well-doc-
umented controls. The guidance from the FTC is to have
these policies in place, although the content of these social
media policies required by the FTC is still unclear. Whatever
the social media policy provides, the key for companies is to
honor it, as the FTC will be the first to come knocking when
a company fails to follow its own social media policy.29

Mobile Marketing
Mobile marketing encompasses many new things, including
promotional text messaging, location-based couponing, and
mobile applications and sales offers. The Commission has
responded to new mobile technologies through law enforce-
ment actions, the workshops related to consumer privacy
issues, and guidelines for meeting truth-in-advertising obli-
gations for mobile application developers.30 The FTC does
not enforce any special laws applicable to mobile marketing,
but again has used the flexibility of Section 5 to address a
number of potential problems in the mobile space. 
The FTC has applied Section 5 to cases involving endorse-

ments and advertising substantiation related to gaming apps
and unauthorized charges on wireless phone bills (also called
“cramming”) for purchases of apps.31 An FTC workshop on
phone bill cramming studied how mobile and landline billing
platforms worked and the development of cramming pre-
vention mechanisms.32 Even though the Federal Communi -
cations Com mis sion has primary jurisdiction over sending

unwanted text messages, the FTC has applied Section 5 to
unsolicited commercial text messages sent to cell phones.33

The Commission’s efforts in mobile marketing have been
marked by a deep level of cooperation with industry, includ-
ing through workshops and town halls, as well as the Com -
mission’s willingness to recognize mobile as a legitimate 
marketing platform.34 These efforts should bode well for
companies who want to incorporate mobile into their mar-
keting, as the FTC’s guidance and Section 5 enforcement
policies are likely to incorporate consideration of industry’s
views.35 Nonetheless, to date, the FTC has issued specific
guidance only to one sub-group in the industry, mobile app
developers. That guidance primarily re-hashes the obligation
to “tell the truth” about the features of an app and directs
developers to abide by the “clear and conspicuous” standard
by making disclosures about the app large and clear enough
to read.36

Conclusion
With a broad and vague mandate from Congress to guard
against unfair and deceptive trade practices, the FTC has
employed strategic enforcement actions and industry guid-
ance (revisions to its Endorsement Guides, closing letters, and
workshops), to adapt Section 5 to new technologies and mar-
keting platforms. When the Commission makes a concerted
effort to gain technical expertise and marketplace under-
standing related to a new technology or marketing platform,
its Section 5 guidance reflects a genuine interest in enabling
marketers to use the medium flexibly and effectively while the
FTC retains appropriate, but not overly burdensome, checks
on marketing practices because of consumer protection con-
cerns. In contrast, when the FTC seems to have an inherent
distrust for a particular technology or practice, as may be the
case with affiliate marketing and some aspects of social media
marketing, it tends to provide enforcement guidance unilat-
erally through consent orders that include heavy-handed
restrictions that may not reflect the realities of the industry
or practice. 
At the end of the day, Section 5 provides the FTC the flex-

ibility and muscle it needs to police emerging marketing
practices on the Internet and mobile technologies. Perhaps
this is attributable to the old adage, “The more things change,
the more they stay the same.”�
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